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Company: Diebold Nixdorf

Location: Poland

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Expect more. Connect more. Be more at Diebold Nixdorf. Our teams automate, digitize,

and transform the way more than 75 million people�around the globe�bank and shop in

this�hyper-connected, consumer-centric world. Join us in�connecting people to commerce in

this vital, rewarding�role. 

Job Overview

As the Retail business is undergoing a massive transition globally, our solution offerings

are as well. As a company, Diebold Nixdorf is on a transformational journey from a set of more

traditional on-premises solutions to the next generation of solutions based on cloud and

digital technology. DN recently launched a disruptive new cloud-based next-generation retail

software platform that will form the foundation of a new retail ecosystem for our customers

with a new approach to the Point of Sale, store solutions, and core backend integration

running from the cloud. 

We are looking for a Solution Architect to join our team, where our mission is to guide

product teams in developing solutions to support the world's largest retailers with our next

generation products. The team consists of around 15 architects working all over the world.

Following the link below you will see Diebold Nixdorf’s portfolio video overview: 

Location:  Flexible working model is preferred (1 day in Katowice office per week and

other visits to the office as and when required) 

Key Responsibilities

Supporting and designing cloud products for retail customers 

Designing the architecture of the products you will be responsible for
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With your experience guiding product development to make the right architectural and

technology choices 

Participate in our overall product development- and release process (Sprint reviews, SDLC,

Required qualifications

At least 6 years of experience in software development and 2 years in similar position

(Senior Developer or Architect)

Ability to efficiently communicate and build relationships with key stakeholders and your

teams (including architects, project managers and developers)

Proficiency in English is required 

Proven ability to establish and articulate a vision, set goals, develop, execute strategies,

track and measure results

Experience in working with large systems based on microservices

Experience with the .NET framework, C# language

Familiarity in automation pipelines tools such as Jenkins / Azure DevOps 

Familiarity in frontend technologies like Angular or React

Ability to understand interactions between different products/microservices

Expertise in public cloud platforms like Microsoft Azure (preferred), AWS, and/or Google

Cloud

Familiarity with Agile methodologies and product management tools such as Jira and

Confluence

Experience in the general retail or fuel & convenience industry is a plus

Technology Stack

C# 

.NET 6 

Angular or React 



Docker, Kubernetes 

Azure

SQL Server, Redis

Queuing solutions: RabbitMQ 

We offer

Great, supportive team

As preferred either Employment Contract or B2B cooperation

Mentoring and free access to e-learning platforms Multicultural work environment

Multisport card

Flexi-Time & hybrid working

Multicultural work environment

International assignments and projects

Private medical care with family option

Life and accident insurance

Casual dress code and plenty of free parking spaces (when working from office)

Free tea, coffee & fruits

#LI-KK2 #LI-Hybrid
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